— Page 141 to Page 148 —
UK session

Attendees: Paula, Michelle F, Ofelia Lopez, John, Gwynne Mayer, James, Lynne Elliott, Carole
Orem, Rob
James: Djartklom – originally proceeded with the splitting into 3 parts – manifested in the em‐
bryo into the different germ layers. That is one manifestation. Additional ongoing djartkloms?
After birth, 3 centres not blended and keeps flowing – ongoing djartklom – happening all the
time? If a being practices being partkdolg duty – allows a change of state to take place?

RB: Don’t think I can find a reference to djartklom suggesting that it happens outside of when
a new cosmic unit is formed. There are inevitably 3 centres that have different attentions within
the organism. Best we can hope for is collected state, in which these 3 are in the correct rela‐
tionship to each other. Correct level of attention that is unusual – not brought back together,
just a collaboration. Being Partkdolg duty is the collected state: being-duty duty duty – in all
3 centers.
RB: Encounter words like world-creation – many times – and go past without thinking what it
means. What you are pointing to is that we have this word djartklom and not well-defined.
Certain things are stated about it. Have to find in ourselves to understand it. World-creation
– have to find it in ourselves. Woman has equipment to be able to create a new human being
and every one of us can create something in ourselves. World-maintenance is about keeping
what you have healthy, but world-creation is about personal evolution.
J: JA made a comment – etherokrilno not a substance, but a form. Collin’s Theory of Celestial
Influence – from a triad. To try to put together … Two periods in world-creation – initial do –
autoegocrat at the time the Heropass has been noticed but not responded to. Tiad of decay?
Most holy sun absolute life, etherokrilno, form, reconciling matter. Being eaten away and pro‐
cess of decal life-matter-form. Form-matter-life = evolution. Etherokrilno, active – form, crys‐
tallization, passive - matter, okidanokh, neutral - life/awareness. Cosmic units eat, breath and
perceive.

RB: When we enter the realm of the Autoegocrat and Trogoautoegocrat – act of creation –
difficult to live there. What is active, form, matter in us? Committed ton existence that isn’t
necessary that the highest level we can conceive of the action going on with the Absolute. Can
speculate, but as soon as I look at the various writings in this area, run into problems of defini‐
tion. Cherubim and Seraphim – what are they? Not a trivial question. IN Holy Planet Pur‐
gatory – Absolute lived their with Cherubim and Seraphim – doesn’t mention Archangels or
apply any context. As we have already seen, the Angels aren’t necessarily what we think they
are. Likely that the Cherubim and Seraphim are not what we think they are. If you look at the
deepest philosophical writings of the Greeks, where you J use the word ‘form’ they use the word
‘architecture’. Perfect 3D structures that are regular and have certain characteristics and we
don’t know about them – have no being-experiences. Might know … how does it feel to be a
dodecahedron? When you look at philosophy at deepest level, run into this. Worlds are too
numerous to be able to say much and looking at essence of essence … Talking about geometric
forms or architecture. Maybe that is what we are made of/what we are.

LE: What you just described – Platonic geometrical forms – at substance level that is really
what we are. In what way – if that were true and I did know it – how would that help me in
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life? I get confused because I can’t bring that kind of exposition down to – how do I make any
sense of that in my life?

RB: Good question – not trivial. Could conceivably read best articulation of existence at the
highest level an we wouldn’t know if it was correct. Can only bring our own lives to this. There
is ‘valid speculation’. How many angels can dance on the head of a pin? Not useful? There is
a set of ideas that I can find practical at a psychological level, but having done that and still left
with the fat that I’m mechanical, mostly. I spent some times before I wrote the hydrogens book
and realised that most people hadn’t read ISOM – because people wouldn’t have said things
they do say. “Only super-efforts count!” – have I ever made a super effort? So I used to attend
groups and ask what is a super effort and consistently lied when they responded. They didn’t
know.

LE: Agree that he makes a clear statement that only super efforts count and you can see that
most people don’t. Inability of someone to communicate in a clear voice – would take a super
effort to clear it up! People don’t address head-on and I don’t think it is happening any more.
Have to edge around and be nice and be politically correct. Made people face super-efforts!
RB: Ran into someone recently who was in a particular group and wanted to know about the
octave and asked and was told “we are not a debating society”.
LE: Do you think it is atrophying? 15 years ago asked do you think it is time for some thing
new in the Work? Would have thought I had dropped a bomb – only asked if I could ask! A
lot of this could be dealt with by descent psychological techniques that could move people
along.

RB: Depends on the circumstances. In general sense, most people in the work are dishonest –
say things that they know are not true. If you shine a light on that they tend to manifest neg‐
atively. One of the things about the Work – requires complete sincerity. If you don’t know the
answer to something – shut up. Nobody knows anything about Objective Science and until I
started … nobody knew anything about the Tales.
RB: Difference between radiation and emanation?

John: Radiation: emission/propagation of waves or particles.

MF: Reminded of a picture my grandmother had in her bedroom. From Jesus heart – light
from heart and hands – emanation.

RB: In my opinion we all have an atmosphere. G makes that statement. When he uses the term
‘atmosphere’ I believe he selected that word – best selection available. Atmosphere of planets –
magnetosphere that surrounds all planets and moons. Can also say there is probably a similar
atmosphere that surrounds us and has a definite edge to it. A number of people in the same
room and when they get close their atmospheres touch and different when you have that –
joined/touch or move away. In the situation of a group that is sharing an atmosphere – for
instance the Movements, atmospheres touching (within 6 feet). Something in terms of eman‐
ations. Radiations of the Sun go beyond the atmosphere of the Sun – ends at the heliopause.
Radiations of an individual can reach outside of the room – through a window. Someone who
is outside the room doesn’t experience emanations. Magnetic field characteristic is it binds
around something – an atmosphere or emanation. Emission of light – lightbulb – is a radiation.
Not trivial. Have an impact on radiations that pass through us and we know that because G
says it. D0-Si interval from descending octave, for instance the Sun, filled by the effect of the
Sun on the radiations passing through it. Not that they don’t impact each other – they do.
James: Djartklom – happens once in the formation of a cosmic unit.
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… that during the periods when, owing to the sacred process ‘Aieioiuoa,’ ‘Djartklom’ proceeds in the
Okidanokh, then there is temporarily released from it the proportion of the pure—that is, absolutely
unblended—Etherokrilno which unfailingly enters into all cosmic formations and there serves, as it
were, for connecting all the active elements of these formations …
Indicates that djartklom therefore proceeds through the lifetime of a cosmic unit.
RB: Remorse?

James: Ask myself what have I done wrong?

RB: Whenever this discussion occurs, confusion between levels of emotion – no easy way to
distinguish. Event you were involved in and felt guilt. Was it guilt or was it remorse? What is
the difference? There is a problem with this – definitions. Very genuine experience of an emo‐
tion. Something happened and I experienced an emotion and the question is what name to give
to that? The first time I read the Tales – Remorse is what makes the Sun shine! Conceptual
revelation – don’t even know it is true. Guilt doesn’t make the sun shine.
LE: If you feel remorse, you will never do it again. Guilt – you may.
James: Guilt – identification. Remorse – self-remembering.

RB: Grief is an interesting emotion. Can’t handle so turns into something else. Isn’t a negative
emotion – is impartial. If you have lost something, then lost is lost. Ability to suppress – my
child died, I wasn’t a good enough father … is grief a negative emotion, or just an acknowledge‐
ment of something that happened. Only makes sense if we are feeling what we are talking
about, otherwise just meaningless noises.

RB: Affirming and denying forces. Intellectual is active and denying is body and emotional is
reconciling. Fragmented – doesn’t have a single point. P146. Only in past few years started to
write about enteric nervous system – number of nerve nodes equivalent to number in head
brain. Not connected in same way – dispersed across organs. Chinese medicine associate emo‐
tions with organs and ancient Greeks also. Fear belongs to the kidneys. We aren’t sure about
the physical reality and G is telling us about the emotional centre and can’t do much about that.
2 principles Fulasnitamnian and Itoklanoz – and most human beings don’t develop at all. Fu‐
lasnitamnian process leads to the development of kedjan body. -asnitamnian – goes to comple‐
tion (don’t know about Ful-). Our destiny should have proceeded – if born in times of Atlantis
– would have developed as a child and acquired a personality as an adult and would have spent
the rest of our lives building a kesdjan body. Suggested that if we had been born a few 1000
years earlier wouldn’t have had to struggle so much.
GM: Emotions align with corresponding parts of the body. Like when RB puts all this stuff on
the website aligns with me and gives me an understanding of how everything is connected with
everything else. So when LE mentions bringing something to a work group … level of under‐
standing – it is objective and specific, but if the work group thinks that they understand the way
it is. Been reading Bennett’s diaries and helps me understand what they had to go through in
order to be. The struggle that they went through.
GM: Being-Impulsakri …

James: Aim that has been implanted in our essence. 6th commandment been given - ‘Always
guard against such perceptions as may soil the purity of your brains.

What a beautiful experience! Recognition that something that comes up is a dirty thing and I
don’t want to have it.
LE: Perfect way of clearing the crap out of your head – that is what the Work is – help to evolve
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by avoiding toxicity.

James: 3rd ship – on the second level there is a gentleman who rubs me up the wrong way and
remember thinking about bringing amber in and it made all the difference. It happens on its
own.
LE: Change your atmosphere and doesn’t matter about what is going on with him.

RB: We do the Work and don’t know what we are doing and don’t have an overall plan. Not
met a teacher who had a plan to perfect an individual. Voluntary. Because you do some work
at least and alter some mechanisms, you alter your being and attract a different life. That is how
to proceed. Keep working on being and it changes your life. Given something difficult to
handle and you handled it, so given something more difficult. Not about power … to do with
whether you are alive or not.
LE: Going to learn to light the boiler in Cawood! (Super effort.)

RB: Context for those who don’t know anything about Cawood. What happened when Rina
Hands first started to run groups – in Yorkshire. Organisation in the work revolves around the
kitchen and kitchen boy. Tracol commented that what Rina was doing was close to what was
done at the Prieuré. Revolves around the kitchen, revolves around the kitchen boy – needs
wood and the kitchen boy has to keep it working. Something magical about the kitchen and
kitchen boy and how the environment worked. Extreme effort to be able to cook in that envir‐
onment.

US Session

Attendees: Paula, Jeff Klopp, Ronald Jones, Jeff Tripodi, Anthony Tan, Sandra Whitmore, Bob‐
bie Pennock, James, James O’Donnell, Stephen Frantz, Anne Little, USSCM,

SW: Remember SF saying last week about curiosity about Remorse and I have similar curiosity
about djartklom. Remorse not guilt and shame. Djartklom is a peculiarity of okidanokh and is
it proceeding as a reaction to (p141) the sun’s Theomertmalogos and can in addition be activ‐
ated by partkdolg duty or …?

RB: Remorse not so difficult. Level of mechanicality and emotions you express in situations
where you are behaving like a robot – same every time. Mechanical emotion. Either affirming
or denying – welcoming or trying to push away. At that level they are mechanically affirming
or denying. Next higher level driven by identification. Have attached a very strong energy and
not always particularly helpful – people fall madly in love and that is identification. People
become alienated and complete identification. Emotion at level of H12 and higher parts of
centres and what we are dealing with is something that neither affirms or denies. From ISOM
– sex center works with H12 and neither affirms nor denies. higher emotions same – doesn’t
affirm or deny. Nature of remorse is that you have a perception of what you really are and accept
it at that level – neither affirm nor deny – experienced as pain (likely). Difficult to talk about –
intellect has words – situation where somebody feels guilty, not remorse. Guilt has identifica‐
tion attached. Remorse would be different. Impression I got first time I read the Tales – same
process by which the Sun shines. Sacred Aieioiuoa.
RB: Djartklom – difficult. Have to grapple with Objective Science and this is the first chapter
… defines terms: omnipresent okidanokh. Breaks down: Oki – probably Armenian for soul; da
– give; nokh – he who does this. That which gives a soul. Soul is nebulous, so that which gives
awareness. Statement is that Seems like in the creation the 2 new laws/changed laws (7 & 3)
exposed into the space of the universe and at the same time, the Sun Absolute issues Theomert‐
malogos which we can take to be a particular vibration. The nature of the creation of the Uni‐
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verse. Omnipresent-Okidanokh – a kind of encapsulated awareness arises outside of the Sun
Absolute and combines … to create living things. The Absolute (whole of ) contains the Uni‐
verse (from ISOM). Sun Absolute is the abode and can think of it as a very high energy place.
Something being emitted from that level of energy and combining with Etherokrilno and gives
rise to cosmic units/arisings.
SW: Radiation vs emanation. Emanation is like light coming forth and radiation is some sort
of flowing forth. P142. What you just said combined in my mind with that emphasis on em‐
anation and radiation.

RB: This is fundamental and need to get a handle on it. Sphere of electricity. Emanation is
called magnetism. It creates an atmosphere around things. A magnetic field doesn’t pass from
one thing to another it forms an atmosphere. Emanation forms an atmosphere. Magneto‐
sphere of Planet Earth emanates. The case with most of the other planets – Mars has a very
weak magnetosphere and caused by the Sun itself and has appearance of being a dying planet.
Jupiter, Saturn, Earth have own atmosphere and characterised by magnetosphere and has skin
– double layer. Within the atmosphere of the Sun – called heliosphere and stretches out to
beyond Pluto. Surprising discoveries – Voyager 1 and 2 passed through the end of heliosphere.
Voyager 2 measured temperature and it was 30K deg C. So edge of atmosphere of Sun 5-6
times hotter than the surface of the Sun and we live inside that atmosphere – “solar wind”.
When we talk about emanations, probably talking about our own atmosphere. People come
into a room and atmosphere changes. Radiations didn’t do that. We may have seen them com‐
ing from 50 yards away, but that isn’t what changed the atmosphere. Radiation doesn’t stop at
the heliopause – keep on going for ever, but the atmosphere stops.
BP: Manifestation of radiation is dew

RB: Appears to be condensation and may be that it is a manifestation of radiation.

SF: Interesting that he chose to mention the difference between emanation and radiation at the
point in the text. He did it for a reason at that place – not sure yet what it is. Original question
about djartklom: biggest epiphany from this section – first djartklom occurs when another sun
is around and (p143) chief peculiarity … not from being in contact with the emanations of any large
cosmic concentration …

Going on all the time, whether I know it or not. If I choose to become conscious, some of the
results of its transformation not only used by Great Nature, but also by me to crystallise a higher
body. P144 latter aim depends upon quality of the presence of being-Impulsakri. Taking vi‐
brations at a lower level and through inner practices bringing awareness to them raising energy
level. If okidanokh in everything, presence in everything. Meeting awareness of foods coming
in with my own awareness.
RB: Djart – means splitting apart. Nature of the creation of new cosmic unit involves splitting
apart – we know this. Egg gets fertilized and splits and when it gets beyond a point those cells
(were equal capability) specialize. One forms head brain, one forms backbone and muscular
system, one forms gut and organs … that is what happens. Happens in all living things. Each
is an octave. Octave concerned with perception: touch, taste, hearing smell, vision … fed by that
kind of food. Enteric nervous system probably being fed by normal food and the backbone
probably being fed by oxygen. But the reality is each is a separate octave and is activated by
something being taken into a living thing.

SW: Beyond embryonic stage .. circle – djartklom and splits apart when everything dies.
Everything that happens in every stage of life as everything grows. Still that process of splitting
into 3.
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RB: Better to think in terms of Trogoautoegocrat – clearer. Too much to do all at once. Adapt‐
ation of vibrations: Human being and how it behaves – how everything else behaves. Various
substances taken in and transformed – by the law of 3. Digestive process for normal food is to
take proteins into amino acids, fats into lipids into lymphatic system, carbs into monosacchar‐
ides … deconstruction that goes on and same when we breathe. ATP within the cell. Take
oxygen in and circulate to where needed inside cells. Same going on with our perception of
outside world. Events occur and delivered to us as a stream of data and we learn to format and
interpret and to model.
AT: Being-Impulsakri

RB: Probably means Sacred Impulse. Comment to be made with any word that has being at‐
tached – this refers to what we are.
AT: Led to commandment that we should not allow our brain to be contaminated to allow
ourselves to evolve.

RB: Everything that happens within us happens by resonance. How I interpret words for in‐
stance. Inner processes are a set of resonance – evoke mechanisms and allow us to interpret the
world. Being-Impulsakri – if you let poison in, you live with the consequences of poison. Per‐
ceptions that we have experienced (in person, TV, movies) soil the brain. Kindred vibrations.
Circulations where substances appear in the right place and go on for decades and as a con‐
sequence you are alive. If it goes wrong you become ill. Necessity in certain Trogoautoegocratic
process … kindred vibrations – if nothing there to meet it, won’t connect.
SF: Kindred vibrations. Need some gold to meet gold with.

RB: Capital of Afghanistan: in the news every now and then – I can’t remember and ask you
and you say Kabul. You could model as a database you have in your head and you ask a question
and it pops out. How did you know it gave you the right answer? Indicates that the mechanism
doesn’t exist. Reason you know it is the right answer is it resonates – it finds kindred vibrations.
That is how our system seems to work. If we know that, we can use that. WE may like to create
an environment in which there are vibrations in harmony with our wish to experience the world.
RB: Video a couple of weeks ago – 111hz frequency. On YouTube. Became interesting because
there was an underground temple in India and it was 111Hz and same in other places like
Cathedrals. Why not a frequency of smell, taste? Why not engineer to be pure (not soil the
purity of your brain). Do this when I prepare in the morning – adopted a certain kind of still‐
ness. Do that for 20 minutes and how does that affect my life?

RB: Don’t know which laws we are under. Trogoautoegocratic process and if we don’t get the
right foods, body will die. If we continue to feed it, it will continue almost divinesly until our
mechanism runs out and then we will die. Nature is the same and if it doesn’t happen, nature
will die. Planet Earth is Trogoautoegocratic process … same with Sun, Galaxy, everything.
Down at the level of the cell – in the process of trying to live or trying to die. They are subject
to a very small Trogoautoegocrat – involves cell wall, stuff coming through … gas, liquid. He
is saying that Djartklom is more than something that initiates a living thing. Layers within
layers. Djartklom happening at every level and awareness is at every level.
RB: p146 Describes 3 parts. If we don’t …

SF: What happens to okidanokh when destroyed
RB: Re-forms:

… the ‘Omnipresent-Active-Element’ does not blend, as a whole, with such a new arising, nor is it
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transformed as a whole in any definite corresponding place—as happens with every other cosmic crys‐
tallization in all the said cosmic formations—but immediately on entering as a whole into any cosmic
unit, there immediately occurs in it what is called ‘Djartklom,’ that is to say, it is dispersed into the
three fundamental sources from which it obtained its prime arising, and only then do these sources, each
separately, give the beginning for an independent concentration of three separate corresponding form‐
ations within the given cosmic unit. And in this way, this ‘Omnipresent-Active-Element’ actualizes
at the outset, in every such new arising, the sources for the possible manifestation of its own sacred law
of Triamazikamno.”
“And only after the said cosmic unit has been completely destroyed do these holy sources of the sacred
Triamazikamno, localized in the ‘Omnipresent-Active-Element-Okidanokh,’ reblend and they are
again transformed into ‘Okidanokh,’ but having now another quality of Vivifyingness of Vibrations.

Let’s imagine that okidanokh creates this human being … imagine that I end up being less of
an individual, much less – vibrating at a lower level. Or I turn into a saint and my rate of vibra‐
tion increases and when I finally die the 3 forces reunite, but at a higher level.
JT: What does Okidanokh do at that point – into another cosmic unit?
RB: Omnipresent and if required in another unit will go into it.

RB: What we are in the Universe – we are carrying some okidanokh and we are the okidanokh.
It is our awareness. In 50 years it will have abandoned all these vehicles …If I am able to perfect
a body kesdjan, the okidanokh persists. Only Trogoautoegocrat we know about is our own and
we think of it as a unity.
SW: Solar Plexus and locations of different brains. Idea of originally holy reconciling was con‐
centrated on one exterior part of the body and ours is located in the solar plexus. Complex piece
of weaving.
SF: Enteric nervous system – controls the gastro intestinal system.

RJ: Regeneration. Why the emotional center completely moved and died or shrank and didn’t
just move but needed to be regenerated. P146
RB: Great Nature … unfortunately humans can’t have real emotional centers.
RB: Negative emotions are what kill the body. Want unity.

RJ: Laws of 7 & 3 – saw things moving of their own volition – in Purgatory.

SF: ‘Sekronoolanzaknian-state’? Wiktionary – good for morphemes. Not got to that one.
RB: Still not got to a lot of them and don’t have any idea about that one.
BP: Finnish – synchronous oil.

RB: Sometimes people attempt to decode neologisms in different ways and come up with
things I wouldn’t have.
SW: Like Code crackers in WW2

RB: Different. They would have a set of codes that they would know and use them as a key.
We don’t know what is in the message, so our situation is worse.
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